
Guardian Eye
Business Security



Securing your premises is something on the mind of every business owner and with the ever-changing 
security landscape, you need a security partner that is covering you from all angles. As security experts, 
we believe your security solution requires a multi-faceted approach to mitigate risk. Our Guardian Eye  
Security team have the experience and expertise to scope, design, install and project manage your  
security solution, from sale to implementation. From simple solutions to more sophisticated ones,  
we have a range of solutions tailor-made to your specific requirements.
 

Covering you from all angles...

Making your world a safer place
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Guardian Eye

Managed Monitoring
Giving you peace of mind that your premises is secure, our managed monitoring solution ensures that there is a  
constant eye on your premises so that you can focus on growing your business. Manned by professional, industry  
accredited personnel, we monitor and control your business premises via a remote control room environment,  
alerting armed response emergency services and the South African Police Services (SAPS) when your premises is at risk.

Why we love it?

BETTER GUARDING
Eliminates guarding-related problems such as 
intimidation of personnel, collusion by guards and 
ineffective patrolling.

LEADING TECHNOLOGY AND SERVICE
Includes our superior event and verification platform, 
a full disaster recovery plan, incident reports within 
24 hours, cost-free update, and a maintenance plan.

MORE EFFECTIVE RESPONSE
Advanced premises visibility gives armed response 
units better insight into a situation, increasing  
safety levels and arrest rates.

INTELLIGENT COST-SAVING
Maximises your investment in a Vox data product, 
like Cristal Vox, by using existing bandwidth,  
especially at night during downtime.

Virtual Guard
Premises patrol just got smarter and more cost effective with Virtual Guard. Eliminating the need for guard patrol,  
we will patrol your premises, as often as you want, from the comfort of our control centre. Not only does this save you  
money but it also guarantees that you get the service you pay for.

Why we love it?
BETTER GUARDING
Eliminates guarding-related problems such as 
intimidation of personnel, collusion by guards and 
ineffective patrolling.

GUARANTEED SERVICE DELIVERY
With regular checks on cameras, irregular activities 
like open gates and reports on technical system 
faults, we ensure you get the security you paid for.

SMARTER GUARDING
Virtual Guard enables us to patrol your premises as often  
as you would like and because it’s done virtually, criminals 
are unable to study and determine your patrol times.

COST-SAVING
Minimise the costs related to traditional guarding 
services by allowing us to patrol your  
premises virtually.

Our Basic Guardian Eye security solutions contain the security essentials to make 
your world a safer place.

Making your world 
a safer place



Event Monitoring
Research has proven that, to be effective, no operator should monitor the same set of cameras for more than 30 
minutes. This is why Event Monitoring, from Vox, is fast becoming the leading security solution for South African  
businesses. Pushing video footage to the operator when key triggers are activated, Event Monitoring ensures the  
operator is always engaged and that risks are identified and dealt with speedily.

Why we love it?

MORE EFFECTIVE GUARDING 
Pushing video footage to the operator when key 
triggers are activated, ensuring the operator is 
always engaged

REPORTING
Quick review of site activities as all events are 
logged for future reference. 

EFFICIENT ALERTS
With our dedicated team of security experts, event 
alerts are processed and actioned efficiently.

INTELLIGENT COST-SAVING
Efficiently use bandwidth as only events are 
streamed to control room. All other videos are 
stored onsite.

Analytics

Automated Video Analysis
Without analytics, the increase in camera numbers merely means more unwatched footage and a greater archive for 
forensic analysis post incident. iSentry, our video analytics software, automates the bulk of your surveillance monitoring, 
giving you real-time alerts and leaving humans as critical decision makers when it comes to security risks.

Why we love it?
REDUCES VIDEO ARCHIVE
Determines if the video is an alert, a true motion, any 
motion or no motion and only pushes true security 
risks to your operator.

DEPLOY & TRAIN WITH EASE
Highly flexible compared to rule-based video  
analytics systems, it is easy to implement and easy 
to manage with low administration needs.

HARNESS THE POWER OF SELF-LEARNING
iSentry is a self-learning artificial  
intelligence algorithm.

MONITOR AREAS WITH HIGH MOTION
Unlike traditional video monitoring devices that 
react to all motion, our software can analyse video 
feeds where constant motion is present and push 
security risks to your operator.

We’ve partnered with Milestone, a Video Management Software (VMS) company,  
to take your security to the next level with facial and number plate recognition  
software as well as video analysis and analytics.

Covering you 
from all angles



Why we love it?

CRIME PREVENTION
Integration into the Unicode Database ensuring 
real-time flagging of suspicious or stolen vehicles.

DEDICATED CAMERAS
Dedicated Automatic Number Plate Recognition 
cameras with high shutter speed specifically  
designed for accurate character recognition.

ACCELERATE RESPONSE TIMES
Dedicated control room staff available to process 
and action alerts as well as escalate alerts to your 
armed response incumbent. 

IMPROVE SITUATIONAL AWARENESS
Flagged vehicle report includes all previously listed 
events (Date, time, direction and frequency).

Retail Analytics
Taking your video surveillance and analytics to the next level, Retail analytics from Vox will be able to use features such 
as facial and gender recognition, dwell time, and unusual behaviour detection to identify suspicious individuals lurking 
around your neighbourhood, office park or retail outlet. By analysing shopper behaviour, retail outlets and property  
managers are able to optimise layouts, displays, and staffing requirements.

Automated Number Plate Recognition
Perfect for community security companies, we’re able to scan every number plate entering your neighbourhood or office 
park and identify whether the vehicle is stolen or on the SAPS criminal database. Sending you a notification when these 
suspicious individuals are in the area, we’re able to keep these unwanted people off your streets long before a crime  
is committed. 

Post Event Analytics
Using a video synopsis tool, BriefCam, we’re able to rapidly review, search, analyse and put together a detailed  
presentation of events that occurred after your security has been breached. Minimising the need to trawl through  
hours of footage, we’re able to locate events of interest and reach targets more quickly.

Why we love it?

RAPID VIDEO REVIEW
Review hours of video footage in minutes.

REAL-TIME ALERTS
Send notification of unusual activity such as speed, 
direction and duration.

ACCELERATE RESPONSE TIMES
Quickly pinpoint events of interest reducing  
response times.

IMPROVE SITUATIONAL AWARENESS
Only important parts of the video are presented to 
the operator for review.

For more 
information visit 
us at vox.co.za



Tel:   +27 (0)87 805 0000
Fax:   +27 (0)87 807 4791
info@voxtelecom.co.za
www.vox.co.za

Lunar Building, Rutherford Estate   
1 Scott Street, Waverley, 2090
PO Box 369, Rivonia, 2128
South Africa
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